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The Pearl Technology® contained in every THERA°PEARL pack is game changing innovation born of an age old therapy. Crafted by a doctor
who knew she could offer her patients something better than a bag of frozen peas, THERA°PEARL was designed with you in mind. Whether
chilled or heated, Pearl Technology conveniently holds its temperature for the doctor recommended time of 20 minutes and conforms to your
body to deliver the perfect relief from your aches and pains.

Introducing NEW TheraPearl Color Changing Hot & Cold Packs, which turn white when heated or purple when chilled. The same soothing relief
you know and love, now with ColorSmart™ Technology!

Easily pliable when frozen, our Pearl Technology is cold enough to offer targeted ice therapy without sacrificing flexibility. Not stiff, jagged or
uncomfortable, chilled THERA°PEARL packs stay smooth and soft on your skin as they conform to deliver soothing relief.

When conveniently heated in a microwave, the Pearl Technology in your THERA°PEARL pack is the perfect solution to relax stiff muscles and
encourage blood flow and healing. Delivering consistent heat therapy directly to your desired relief area without a mess, the reusable packs are
combination therapy in one convenient product.

At THERA°PEARL, we recognize it’s all about giving people the opportunity to see and interact with our product.  When they do, they love it. 
Unlike other products, our high quality clear packaging showcases the product inside, and our poke hole allows people to feel the difference for
themselves. 
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 Great product for physiotherapists , athletes , doctors , or home use
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